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A. (e" + e) 9*e, by 8(ii). B. (e" + e) * (a'+a), by 6(i). C. (e"+e)
9*[b' + (a+b)]. For otherwise, by 3, 9(i), 2 and 4, either (i)
e' = b and e = (a + b), or else (ii) e = b' and e"*=(a + b). But (i)
is impossible since (a + b)f9^b by 5 (ii), and (ii) is impossible
since e*b' by 8(i). D. (e"+e)^
{(b'+c)'+ [(a+b)' + (a+c)]}.
Indeed otherwise in view of 3, 11, 2 and 4, either (i) e' = (b'+c)
and e= [(a + b)' + (a + c)] which contradicts 8(ii), or else (ii)
e"=*[(a+b)' + (a + c)] and e = (b'+c)' which contradicts 8(i)
and also 11.
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1. Introduction. The point set of chief interest in this paper,
a plane bounded continuum Z, is the sum of a continuum X and
a class of connected sets [Xa], each element Xa of which has at
least one limit point in X and is a closed subset of cu(X+Xb),
where Xb is any element of [Xa] different from Xa and where
cu(X+Xb) is the unbounded component of the plane complement of the set X+Xb. Upon a basis of separation properties,
orderf may be assigned to the elements of [Xa] agreeing in its
details with that of some subset of a simple closed curve. We
shall use some definite element Xr of [Xa] as reference element,
selecting as Xr one of [Xa] containing a point arcwise accessible
from cu(Z). A countable subcollection [Xih] of [Xa] excluding
Xr is called a series if for each j , 0' = 2, 3, 4, • • • ), the elements Xj and Xr separate X3--i and Xj+\. Two different series
[Xih\ and [Xik] are said to be opposite in sense if there exist
different subscripts m and n such that Xmh and Xmk separate
both Xnh and Xnk from Xr; otherwise they are said to have the
same sense. They are said to be concurrent if they have the same
sense and if there exists no element of [Xa] which together
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